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	Create, design, and manage your own personalized online store with WooCommerce, the fastest growing e-commerce platform


	About This Book

	
		Get your online store up and running in no time
	
		Dozens of simple recipes to setup and manage your store
	
		Easy to understand code samples that can help you customize every tiny detail and take your store to the next level



	Who This Book Is For


	If you have ever built or managed a WordPress site and want to add e-commerce functionality into your site, WooCommerce and this book are perfect for you. Learning how to use WooCommerce through this series of recipes will give you a solid platform to add any future e-commerce needs.


	What You Will Learn

	
		Install WooCommerce and get it up and running
	
		Configure your products no matter how complex they are
	
		Customize the look and feel of your WooCommerce store
	
		Learn to put all of your extra code in a plugin
	
		Measure your conversion rate by integrating with Google Analytics
	
		Add customers to your newsletters automatically so that you can keep in touch with them
	
		Use the WooCommerce dashboard to manage your orders



	In Detail


	Explore the different ways an e-commerce store can be configured and select the best settings for your store, using this practical guide. We begin by introducing dozens of step-by-step recipes to configure all of the basic settings you need to open your store. You will then go into the different ways you can create products. You can then remove unnecessary elements or add extra elements to help people navigate your store. Next you'll set up shipping methods and automatically get live quotes. Finally, you'll learn how to set up different payment methods and customize the checkout.


	Whether you're planning on building a WooCommerce site for yourself of for someone else you can give yourself a 10-hour headstart by reading through this book.
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Apache Geronimo 2.1: Quick ReferencePackt Publishing, 2009
Apache Geronimo is a robust, scalable, secure, and high-performing application server. But like all application servers, this power comes with a steep learning curve. This book can help you save your time and get working with Geronimo in matter of a few hours.

This book is a quick-reference guide to Apache Geronimo that mitigates the...
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Home Networking BibleJohn Wiley & Sons, 2004
Most homes today have at least one PC for accessing the Internet, playing games, or
keeping the family finances. Many homes have more than one PC, or the families are
considering purchasing another computer for use by a spouse, teenager, and even younger
children. If you have two or more PCs in your home, you can network them...
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Radiosurgery: 7th International Stereotactic Radiosurgery Society Meeting, Brussels, September 11-15, 2005Karger, 2006


	The International Stereotactic Radiosurgery Society represents a community

	of colleagues across the world. The 7th meeting of the society was held in

	Brussels, Belgium under the leadership of meeting chairman Dr. Marc Levivier

	and scientific program chairman, Dr. Jean Regis. Professor Jacques Brotchi

	served as the Honorary...
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Historians on Leadership and Strategy: Case Studies From Antiquity to ModernitySpringer, 2019

	
		
			This book examines the well-covered subject of leadership from a unique perspective: history's vast catalogue of leadership successes and failures. Through a collection of highly compelling case studies spanning two millennia, it looks beyond the classic leadership parable of men in military or political crises and shows...
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A PhD Is Not Enough!: A Guide to Survival in ScienceBasic Books, 2011

	
		Despite your graduate education, brainpower, and technical prowess, your career in scientific research is far from assured. Permanent positions are scarce, science survival is rarely part of formal graduate training, and a good mentor is hard to find.

	
		In A Ph.D. Is Not Enough!, physicist Peter J. Feibelman lays...
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Python Standard Library (Nutshell Handbooks)O'Reilly, 2001
Python Standard Library, an essential guide for serious Python programmers, delivers accurate, author-tested documentation of all the modules in the Python Standard Library, along with over 300 annotated example scripts using the modules. This version of the book covers all the new modules and related information...
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